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A KC space is a space in which every compact subset is closed. 
A US space is a space in which every convergent sequence has a unique 
limit. In this paper, it is shown that every T„-space is a KC space 
is a US space is a T. -space and that no implication is reversible. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this thesis is to briefly investigate ideas of 
Wilansky [2]  on separation axioms between T  and T?. 
In Chapter 1, preliminary definitions and theorems are stated 
and proved. 
In Chapter 2, a KC space, a US space, and a K space are 
defined and the properties of KC and US are put in order between 
T  and T_. Examples are given to show that no two ideas are in 
general equivalent. 
The reader is expected to have a working knowledge of point set 
topology and is referred to [1],  [2], and [3] for definitions and 
theorems not covered in this paper. 
CHAPTER I 
PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Definition 1;  If (X, T) is a topological space and x e X, then 
V c X is a neighborhood of x if there exists an open set U with 
x e U c V. 
Definition 2; If (X, T) is a topological space and x e X, then 
the collection f      of all neighborhoods of x is the neighborhood 
system at x. 
Definition 3= If (X, T) is a topological space and x c X, 
then a neighborhood base at x is a subcollection § , taken from 
the neighborhood system Y , having the property that for each 
X 
U e T with x e U, then there is a Vt5  such that x e V c U. 
Definition I4; If (X, T) is a topological space and 7.    a 
collection of subsets of X whose union is X, then Z    is a cover 
of X. A subcover of a cover Z    is a subcollection 0 of Z 
which is a cover of X. An open cover of X is a cover consisting 
of sets from T. 
Definition g: Given two sets X and Y, the cross product of 
X and Y, denoted by X X Y, is the set of all ordered pairs 
(x, y) such that x e X and y « Y. 
Definition 6: A function f from a set X into a set Y, 
denoted by f: X ■» Y, is a subset of X X Y such that if x e X, 
then there exists some y e Y such that  (x, y) e f, and if 
(x, y) e f and (x, z) e f> then y = z.  The set X is called the 
domain of f, and {y  | (x, y) e fj is called the range of f. 
Definition 7 •    A sequence S is a function whose domain is a 
subset of the set of positive integers such that 1 is an element 
of the domain of S, and if U is in the domain of S and V is 
a positive integer less than U, then V is in the domain of S. 
Definition 8; A set is said to be countable provided it is 
the range of some sequence, and a set is said to be finite provided 
it is the range of a sequence whose domain does not contain all the 
positive integers. Also, a set is said to be uncountable provided 
it is not countable. 
Definition 9:    A topological space (X, T) is said to be 
compact provided each open cover of X has a finite subcover. 
Definition 10: If (X, T) is a topological space, and A is 
a nonempty subset of X, then T f A r  U U ' T}. A subset V 
of X is said to be T -open provided V « T^. 
Theorem 1: If (X, T) is a topological space and A is a 
nonempty subset of X, then the ordered pair (A, Tft) is a 
topological space. 
Proof;  Since *- *PA and A = X r A, then «, A r T^ Suppose 
U, V e T . Then there are elements 0  and 0  in T such that 
'A J- c 
U = A 0 0      and    V = A 0 0?. 
Then    U n V  =  (A 0 01) n(A P 02)   =  (01 n 02) n A.    Thus 
U 0 V e  T  .    Let    Y ■   {u     lad'}     such that for each    a e  I', 
A a 
U    f  T..    Now, if    a   e  T,  then there is an element    0^  « T    such that 
d A 
U    =0    n A.    Then 
a a 
{U     | a e  r] =  U {o    n A   | a £ r] = A P ({u 0    |  a e  r}).    But 
{o     |  a  e  r} e T.     Thus    A P (U (o    |  a  e r ] )  e T ,  and hence 
Ct (X A a        J l a
U {u  | a e rj e T..  Hence T  is a topology for A. 
Definition 11; If (X, T) is a topological space and A is 
a nonempty subset of X, then T  is said to be the relative topology 
on A. Also  (A, T ) is said to be a subspace of (X, T). 
Theorem 2: Let  (X, T) be a compact topological space and let 
A be a closed subset of X. Then (A, T.) is compact. 
Proof; Let 1 be a T.-open cover of A. For each U e Y, 
there is a 7& el such that U = V n A.  Let 
Z = {V  | U e Y} U fx - A). Then Z is a T-open cover of X, and 
hence Z has a finite subcover  V.. , V_ , . . ., V, , and possibly 
U2 Um Jl      " N 
X - A.    Then    U  ,  U ,   .   .   .,   u"N    is a finite subcover of   Y   and hence 
(A,  T   )    is compact. 
Definition 12; If (X, T) is a topological space, then  (X, T) 
is said to be a T -space provided if a, b c X with a / b, then 
there exist U, V e T such that a e U, b e V, and U P V = <J. 
Theorem 3; If (X, T) is a T?    topological space, and if 
(A, TA) is a subspace of (X, T), then (A, TA) is a T2-space. 
Proof; Let a, b e A with a / b. Then tnere exist disjoint 
open sets U and V in T containing a and b respectively. 
Now U n A e TA,  V P A € TA, a e U 0 A, and b e V fl A. Also 
(U P A) P (V P B) = *. Thus (A, TA) is a T^space. 
Definition 13; If (X, T) is a topological space, then 
(X, T) is said to be regular provided if A is a closed set in X 
and x e X - A, then there exist disjoing sets U and V in T 
such that A c U and x e V. 
Theorem U; Let (X, T) be a T? topological space. Let A 
be a subset of X such that (A, T.) is compact, and let 
x e X - A. Then there exist sets U, V e T such that x e V 
and A c U and U n V = <*. 
Proof: Let a e A. Since  (X, T) is a T -space, there 
exist disjoint sets U , V e T such that x e V  and a c  U . 
a  a a a 
Let W = U PA. Then {w  I a e A"\ is a T -open cover of A. 
a   a *• a       >      A 
Since (A, T.) is compact, there is a finite subcover 
n 
and W , W , . . ., W   of {W   a € A*). Let U = .U,U 
a,' a '       a     *• a '     J 1-1 a. 
T.   2 n x 
V = .fi,V . Then A c U, x £ V and U n V = 4,. 
1 —  cl, 
Theorem $t    Let (X, T) be a T„ topological space, and let A 
be a subset of X such that (A, T ) is compact. Then A is a closed 
subset of X. 
Proof; Suppose A is not closed. Then there is a limit point p 
of A which is not in A. By Theorem h,  there exist disjoint sets 
U, V e T such that p e V and A c U.  But this is impossible since 
p is a limit point of A. Hence A is closed in X. 
Definition llt: Let (X, T) be a topological space. Then (X, T) 
is a T -space provided if a, b e X with a / b, then there exists a 
set U E T containing a but not b, and there exists a set V e T 
containing b but not a. 
Theorem 6: Let X be an uncountable set. Let T be the 
collection of subsets of X to which U belongs provided either 
U = * or X - U is finite. Then T is a topology for X. 
Proof: Clearly 4,    and X are elements of T. Suppose U, V e T. 
Then X - U and X - V are finite. So (X - U) U(X - V) is finite, and 
(X - U) U (X - V) = X - (U (1 V) by DeMorgan's Laws. Thus 
X - (U C  V) is finite and U n V t T. Let § = {u  | a e rj such 
that if a e T, then U e T. Now, let B e T. Then X - U. is 
a P 
finite.  Since UQ c u{u a  e r}, it follows that 
X - u{u I a e r} c X - U„. Then X - uju  | a e I'} must be finite. 
Definition 1$: The topology T in Theorem 6 is called the 
cofinite topology for X. 
Example 1: Let X be an uncountable set. Let T be the 
cofinite topology for X, and let a c X. Then (X, T) is a 
T -space which is not a T2-space, and X - {a}   is a compact subset of 
(X, T) which is not closed. 
Proof: Let b c X with a / b. Then Ub ■ X - lb]    is an open 
set containing a but not b. Also, U& = X - (a} is an open set 
containing b but not a. Therefore (X, T) is a T^space. Since 
any two open sets in X intersect,  (X, T) is not a T2-space. 
Finally, let § be an open cover of X - {a"\ by Tx _ ^  open sets. 
Let V e §. Then V contains all but a finite number of points of 
X - Ca}. If x±  c  X such that x. / V, then let Ux_ be an element 
of § such that x. e  U. Then 
1   x. 
1 
Z = V U fU      U U      U .   .   .  U U   \    is a finite subcover of    § 
by   T.. _   j i   open sets.     Thus    X - {a]    is a compact subset of    (X,  T). 
Since    [al   / T,    X - {a]    is not closed. 
Theorem 7'    Let    (X,  T)    be a regular topological space, let 
x e X,  and let    U e T    such that    x / U.    Then there exists a    V e  T 
such that    x e V c   V c U. 
Proof:    Clearly    X - U    is a closed set not containing    x.    Since 
(X, T)    is a regular space,  there exist disjoint sets    W,  V e T    such 
that    X-UcW    and    x t  V.    Hence    X-WcUand   xeX-W.    Then 
V c X - W r U.     Since    X - W    is closed    X - W = X - W.    So 
V r X - W = X  - W c U.    Therefore    V c U. 
Theorem 8;    Let    (X,  T)    be a T_   topological space, and let 
a £ X.    Then    £a\    is closed in    X. 
Proof:    Let    b t X    with    a / b.    Then there exists a set 
0,   e T    containing    b    and not    a. 
Thus    X -    fai   =  UJPb   |  b / a,  b e X} e T.    Thus    La]    is closed. 
Theorem 9:    Let    (X,  T)    be a topological space such that if 
a e X, then   {a)    is closed in    X.    Then    (X,  T)    is a    T^space. 
Proof: Let b c X with b / a. Then X - U\ is an open set in 
X containing b and not containing a. Also, X - lb} is an open set 
in    X    containing    a    but not containing    b.     Thus    (X,  T)    is a 
T_-space. 
Definition 16:    Let     (X,  T)    be a topological space.    Then    (X,  T) 
is said to be a normal space provided if    A    and    B    are disjoint 
closed sets in    X,   then there exists sets    U,   V e T    such that    A c U, 
B c V, and   U P V =  <f>. 
Theorem 10:    Let    (X,  T)    be a normal    T    topological space. 
Then    (X,  T)    is a regular space. 
Proof;    Let    A    be a closed set in    X.    Since     (X,  T)    is a 
1 -space,  if    x e X  - A,   then   {xi    is closed.     Since    (X,  T)    is a 
normal space,   there exist disjoint sets in    T    about    A    and    about 
£x}.    Thus    (X,  T)    is a regular space. 
Example 2;    Let    X    be the reals,  and let    T    be the collection of 
subsets of    X    to which    U    belongs provided either    U =  >j>,    U = X, 
or there is an    x e  X    such that    U =  (x,  „).    Then    (X,  T)    is a 
normal topological space which is not regular. 
Proof:    Let    U,  V e  T.    Then    clearly if    U = *    or    V = *,  then 
U P V e T.     Also if    U  ■ X    or    V = X,  then    U r V e T.    So suppose 
there exist real numbers    a    and    b    such that    U  =  (a, „)    and 
V =  (b, „).    Now if    a « b,  then    U fl V = V,  and if    b « a,  then 
U 0 V = U.     So    U H V e  T.    Let     §  =   •£U     |  a e  T)      such that if 
a e   T ,  then    U    e  T.     If for some    a    e   r,    U    = X,  then clearly 
a a 
I'fu     I  a£  rlcT.     So let    a e  r    so that    U    / <j>.    Then there exists 
a real number    a    such that    U    =  (a, .).    Let    x    be the greatest 
a -j 
lower bound of   fa   | U    =  (a, .),  U    / 4,,  and    UQ  f  rj .    Then 
Liju     I a e  rj    =  (x,  .)    and   U[UQ |    a e  r } t   T.    Thus    T    is a 
topology for    X.    Now,     (X,  T)    must be a normal space since no two 
nonempty closed sets are disjoint.    Also since    (0,  .)    is in    T, 
(-.,  0]  is a closed subset of    (X,  T).    Clearly    1 /  (-„, 0].    But 
every element of    T    which contains    (-.,  0]    also contains    1.    Hence 
(X,  T)    is not regular. 
Theorem 11;    Let    (X,  T)    be a compact regular topological space. 
Then    (X,  T)    is a normal space. 
Proof:    Let    A    and    B    be disjoint closed subsets of    X.    Let 
a €  A.    Then since     (X,  T)    is a regular space,  there exist disjoint 
open sets    U      and    V      such that    a c U      and    B c V  .    Let a a a a 
§ = {u    P B |    a e  A3.    Since    A    is a closed subset of a compact space, 
A    is compact.    Since    §    is an open cover of    A,  there exists a 
finite  subcover,     V      0 A,  V      n A,   .   .   .   ,  V      P A,  of      §.    Then 
*1 a2 n 
A c  .ff.U and    B  c  Av        and  .0,  U        and    Av        are disjoint 
x=l a. i-l a. 1-1    ai 1-1 ai 
open subsets of    X.    Hence    (X,  T)    is a normal space. 
CHAPTER II 
KC, US, AND K SPACES 
Definition 17: A *>pological space (X, T) is said to be a 
KC space provided every compact set is closed. 
Theorem 12: Let (X, T) be a T? topological space. Then 
(X, T) is a KC space. 
Proof: Let A be a compact subset of X. By Theorem 5, A 
must be closed. 
Theorem 13: Let (X, T) be a KC topological space. Then 
(X, T) is a T.-space. 
Proof:    Let    x e X.    Let    Z    be an open cover of   {x} by elements 
of    T.    Since    £x]   is an element of some    U    e   Z,   then    U    is a finite 
subcover of    Z    covering    £*!•• So    £x]    is compact.    Then from 
Theorem 12,    fx]    is closed.    Then by Theorem   ',   (X,  T)    is a T^space. 
Definition 18:    Let    (X,  T)    be a topological  space.    A sequence 
<x >    in    X    is said to converge to    x c  X    provided,  if    U    is a 
n 
neighborhood of    x,   then there exists some positive integer    N    such 
that if    n    is a positive integer greater than or equal to    N,    then 
xn c U. 
Definition V>:    Let (X, T) be a topological space. Then (X, T) 
is said to be a US S£ace provided if <xn> is a sequence in X and 
^x^ converges to x and y, then y = x. 
10 
Theorem lU;    Let    (X,  T)    be a    US    topological space.    Then 
(X,  T)    is a    T -space. 
Proof: Let a, b e X, with a / b. Define the sequence (x\   by 
x = a for each positive integer n. Then clearly (x) converges to a, 
n n 
and since X is a US space (x ") does not converge to b. Thus 
there exists an open set U such that b e U, and if N is a positive 
integer, then there exists a positive integer n 5 N so that x / U. 
Thus a / U.  Similarly, there is an open set V containing a but not 
b. Hence (X, T) is a T -space. 
Example 3; Let X be the reals. Let T be the collection of 
subsets of X whose complements are countable, together with <J and 
X. Then  (X, T) is a KC space which is not a T?-space. 
Proof: Let A be an uncountable subset of X. Let (V) be a 
sequence of distinct elements in A.  For each positive integer N, 
define U.. = X - {x. | j £ n}. Then  B = {uN | N is a positive integer} 
is an open cover of A by T,-open sets which has no finite subcover. 
Thus A is not compact.  So the only compact subsets of X must be 
countable. Finally, since every countable subset of X is closed, 
(X, T) is a KC space. And since no two nonempty open sets are 
disjoint,  (X, T) is not a T2-space. 
Example h:    Let X be the reals. Let T be the collection of 
subsets of X whose complements are finite, together with 0 and X. 
Then (X, T) is a T -space which is not a US space. 
Proof: Let a e X. Then faj is closed in X.  By Theorem 9, 
(X, T) is a T^space. Let <xn>  be a sequence of distinct points in 
11 
X. Let x e X. Let U e T with x e U. Then U contains all but 
finitely many terms of (x^>. Thus <x ) converges to x. Hence 
<xn) converges to every element of X, and thus (X, T) is not a 
US space. 
Theorem 15: Let (X, T) be a KC topological space. Then 
(X, T) is a US space. 
Proof: Let \xjj     be a sequence in X which converges to a and 
to b, with a / b.  Let C = fa) U £ x | n is a positive integer?. 
Let § be an open cover of C. Then there is an element U E i 
such that a e U.  Since  \ x > converges to a, there is a positive 
integer N such that if n 5 N, then x„ e U. For each positive 
such that xK c UK. Then integer K, 1« K S N-l, let UR e 
iu   1 « K « NJ U {u} is a finite subcover of  §. Hence C is 
compact.  However C is not closed since b t C and b / C.  But 
this is impossible since (X, T) is a KC space.  Hence (X, T) is 
a US space. 
Definition 20;  Let (X, T) be a topological space. Then 
(X, T) is said to be first countable provided if x t  X, then there 
exists a countable neighborhood base at x. 
Theorem 16; Let (X, T) be a first countable topological space. 
Let A be a subset of X, and let x e X. If x c A, then there is a 
sequence (x > of points in A such that <xn) converges to x. 
Proof: Let B =$U  In is a positive integerl be a countable 
        x  v n * 
neighborhood base at x.  For each positive integer N, define 
V = Fl \>    For each positive integer N since V^A/*, 
12 
there exists an x^  e VN n A. Then (x.,)    is a sequence of elements of 
A which converges to x. 
Theorem 17 * Let (X, T) be a first countable US topological 
space.  Then (X, T) is a T„-space. 
Proof; Let a, b e X, with a / b. Let 
A ■ \U     | n is a positive integerj and B ■ ^_V | n is a positive 
integer {   be countable neighborhood bases about a and b respectively. 
For each positive integer n, let A ■ „r_  U„ and let 
B = VVL   V  .     Suppose A OB /* for each positive integer n. Then n   iv-i K n   n 
let x e A n B . Then (x")  is a sequence of elements in X. Let 
n   n   n n 
U be an open set containing a. Then there is a positive integer m 
such that a e A c U. Let n 5 m. Then x e A 0 B c A c A e U. in n   n   n   n   m 
Thus ^x ^  converges to a. Similarly A) converges to b. But 
this is impossible because (X, T) is a US space. Hence there is a 
positive integer N such that A^j fl BN = <*. Thus (X, T) is a 
T -space. 
Definition 21: Let (X, T) be a topological space. Then (X, T) 
is said to be locally compact, provided, if U is a neighborhood about 
x c X, then there exists a neighborhood V in X such that x e V c U, 
and (V, T.f) is a compact subspace of (X, T). 
Lemma 1: Let (X, T) be a topological space, and let x < X. 
If for each x 6 X there is a neighborhood base at x consisting of 
sets closed in X, then (X, T) is a regular space. 
Proof: Let A be a closed set in X, and let x e X - A. Then 
X - A is a neighborhood of x. So there exists a closed neighborhood 
13 
B    in    X    such that    x e B c X  - A.    Let    0_-l){u_   I U_  e T and   U„ c B{. 
ti      D    D a 
Now On and X - B are disjoint sets in T with x E 0„ and 
D D 
A c X - B. Thus (X, T) is a regular topological space. 
Theorem 18; Let (X, T) be a locally compact KC topological 
space. Then (X, T) is a T„-space. 
Proof: Let x, y e X with x / y. Let U  be a neighborhood 
about x.  Since (X, T) is locally compact, there exists a 
neighborhood V in X such that x e V c U  and (U , T.. ) is 
a compact subspace of (X, T). Let ¥ = £v | x e U  and (U , T ) 
XX X A     V 
is compactJ. Then by Definition 3>  ?  is a neighborhood base at x. 
Since (X, T) is a KC space, if V 6 ¥ , then V  is closed in X. 
XX x 
So    ¥      is a neighborhood base at   x    of closed sets in    X.    So by 
the lemma,     (X,  T)    is a regular space.    Also by Theorem 13,  since 
(X,  T)    is a    KC    space,  then    (X, T)    is a    T^space.    Thus    iyj 
is closed in    X    with    x /£y}.    Now since    (X, T)    is a regular space 
{x}    and    fy]    can be separated by disjoint sets in    T.    Therefore 
(X,  T)    is a    T -space. 
Lemma 2:    Let    (X,  T)    be a topological space.    Let    n    be a 
positive integer.     Let    fA.    |  1 « i 5 n]    be a finite collection of 
compact subsets  of    X.    Then    U{A.   | 1 « i « nj   is a compact subset 
of    X. 
Proof:    Let    ¥    be an open cover of    uf^   I  1 ? i « n}   by 
Tu^ 11«i « 4 open sets- Let A-6 fAil 's'" *' Define 
¥  to 
m 
be ?D P A  I U « ¥?. Then Y  is an open cover of Am 
1U 
and since    A      is compact,   there exists a finite subcollection 
U      r A   which covers    A  .    Let 
mN m 
u     r A,   u     n A,  .  .  . 
"b. m2 
8    =(u       I 1 € i «s NJ.  Then       U   /§     I 1 < ra f NI is a finite 8m    «■ m.    ' 111 -> 
subcover of    f.     Thus    U -^A.   | 1 $ i S Nj is a compact subset of    X. 
Definition 22:    Let    (X, T)    be a locally compact, non-compact, 
T -space,   and let    p    be an element not in    X.    Let    X"  = X U^pj, 
and let    TY-«-    be the set to which    U    belongs provided either    U e T 
or   p  e U    and    X"  - U    is a compact subset of    (X, T). 
Theorem 19:    Let     (X,  T)    be a locally compact,  non-compact, 
T„-space,  and let    p    be an element not in    X.    Then    (X  , Ty*)    is 
a topological space. 
Proof;    Clearly      4>, X  e    Tx*.    Let   (th    |lSi« N}C T^    where 
U.   e T    for    1 $ i  ?N.    Then      H {u.   | 1 « i ? N    s T] and thus 
n[u.    | 1 s£ i $ if} e  TL*.    Let   {'u^   | a £  rj c Tj*, where    UQ e T    for 
each   a    e   I".    Then    ufu     |  a £  r} e T,  and thus 1 a 
u(u     |  a e  r] £ L*.     Now let   {u±   | 1  $ i  £ N)C TJ*   where 
p £ r  {u.    |  1 ? i S nj.    Then 
X - P {U. | 1 $ i « N) = U { X - 0, | 1 $ i « N] by DeMorgan's Laws. 
So u{x-U. I 1 < i < N! is the finite union of compact sets, which 
by Lemma 2 is compact.  Since X - T {u± | 1 $ i ^ N^ is compact, 
r   {_U. | 1 « i $ N] is in T-*  Now let p EU^ | a e rj where 
U £ T * for a er.  Then p £ U  for some p £ r .  Now 
a   X P 
X - U {u  I a « rj - n {X - Ua | a e r} c X - Up. Then 
nfi - U     I  a £ r]    is  closed and compact in    X  .    Finally    (X*,  If*)  is 
* a ' 
a topological space. 
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Definition 23'    Let    (X, T)    be a locally compact,  noncompact, 
T   topological space and let    p    be an element not in   X.    Let 
X* = X U    p      and let    T^#   be the set to which   U    belongs provided 
either    U € T    or    p e U    and    X    - U    is a compact subset of    X. 
Then    (X ,T-*)    is called the one-point compactification of    (X,T). 
Theorem 20:    Let    (X,T)    be a locally compact,  noncompact, T„ 
topological space.     Then    (X*,TX*)    is a compact space. 
Proof;    Let    1    bean open cover of    X*.    Then there is an 
element    UQ e IT    such that    p e UQ.    Now,    X - UQ    is a compact subset 
of   X.    Let    Y = £U  - $p?|  U e  1 \.    Let    U    be an element of    Tj* 
which contains    p.     Then    X* - U    is a compact subset of   X    and 
hence closed.    Thus,    tJ -fpj - X - (X* - U)    is an open subset of    X. 
Thus    I    is an open cover of    X  - UQ.    Since    X - UQ    is compact, 
there exists a finite subcollection   V^,   .  .   •  » V^    of    I    which 
covers    X  - UQ.    If    V.   e  f,  let    W.   = V.     and if    V.  / %  let 
W1 - Vj U|pJ.    Then   fw.    | 1 S i « NJ U £* - UQ1    is a finite subcover 
of    f    which covers    X  . 
Theorem 21:    Let    (X,  T)    be a locally compact, noncompact, 
T2,    KC    topological  space.    Then    (X*,  Tj*)    is a    US    space. 
Proof:    Let <x>  be a sequence which converges to    a, b  e X", 
where    a,  b / p.    Let    C     {*$ U^   I n    is a positive integer].    Then 
let    «r    be an open cover of    C    by   Tj*    open sets.    Then there is an 
element    U  e f    such that    a <  U.    Since  <xn>   converges to    a,   there 
is a positive integer    N    such that if    n 5 N,  then    xn c U.    For each 
positive integer    K, 1 € K * N-l, let    UR  c 1    such that    ^  t UR.    Then 
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Cu     | 1 s K € N? U^U£   is a finite subcover of      1.     Hence    C    is 
compact in    X   .     Also,  since    p / C,    C    is a compact subset of    X. 
However,    C    is not closed in    X since    b  e C    and    b / C.    But this 
is impossible  since    (X,  T)    is a    KC    space.    Hence    (X",  Tx*-)    is 
a    US    space. 
T\.fj _4+-! ^«   Oh.       T Q+       (Y      T\      Vio   a   t.nnnl ntri ra~\    stiar.P.      Then      (X. T) 
is said to be a    K  space provided,  if any subset    S,   such that    S n K 
is closed for all closed and compact    sets    K,  is itself closed in    X. 
Theorem 2 2;    Let    (X,  T)    be a locally compact,    T.,,  non-compact, 
and    KC    space.    Then    (X*,  T_*)    is a    KC    space. 
Proof;    Let    S    be a compact subset of    X  .    If    S c X,   then    S 
is compact in    X    and hence closed in    X,  because    X    is a    KC    space, 
and therefore  closed in    X  .    Let    p    be the element of    X'    not in    X. 
If    p e  S,  let    F =  S - £p$.    Now let    K    be a closed compact subset 
of    X.    Then    K    is closed in    I*    and so    S 0 K    is compact in    X". 
Also    S  P K    is  compact in    X    since    S T K    is a subset of    S.    Since 
X    is a    KC    space,    SDK    is closed in    X,  and so    F f K  =  S r K is 
closed in    X.     Since    X    is a    K    space,  it follows that    F    is closed 
in    X.    Then    S    is closed in    X      because    X* - S  = X -  F is open 
and hence open in    X'. 
Theorem 2 3;    Let    (X,  T)    be a locally compact,  noncompact, T2> 
KC    topological space,  and let     (X*,  Tj»)    be a    KC    space.    Then 
(X,  T)    is a    K    space. 
Proof;    Let    S c X    such that    S P K    is closed for every closed 
and compact    K c X.    Let   p     be the element of    X"     not in    X.    Let 
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1T    be an open cover of    F.    There is a    U e  %    such that    p  e U.    Now 
X - U    is closed and compact in    X  ,   so    X - U    is closed and compact 
in    X.    Thus     (X  - U)  0 S    is closed in    X,  and    (X - U)  P S c X  - U, 
which is compact and hence     (x - U)  D S    is compact in    X.     Since 
(X - U)  0 S  =  S - U,   then    S - U    is compact.     Let    1 = 5 V - 5 p"f  |  V t   f £ 
Then    I    is a covering of    S - U    by    T-open sets which must have a 
finite subcover,    0. ,  0?,   .   .   .   ,  0M    where    0.   e    Y.    If    1  $ i  ? N, 
then if    0.   e  It,  let    W.   =0..    Otherwise, W.   ■ 0.   uCpl. 
Let    2 - Ifw.    |     1 S i « N$u£u3.    Now    S    is a covering of    F   which is 
a finite subcover of    f.     Thus    F    is compact in    X".    So    F    is closed 
in    X      since    X      is    KC.     But    S = F n X.     So    S    is closed in    X. 
Definition 2$;    Let    A    be a set and for each    a  6 A, let    (X ,T  ) 
 a    a 
be a topological space.    Then the Cartesian product of  * X     | a  £ Aj, 
denoted byX^X     |  a e A£,  is the set of all functions 
x:    A -*Sv X     I  a   € A?    such that if    a  e A,  then    x(a)  c X  .     If **     a -* a 
P  e A,   then Tf,:  X$X     I  a 6 A? ■* XD    is the function defined by if p       t a *      p 
x e/Vx     \  a  e  AC,   then fl«(x)   = x(p)    and is called the 
£  projection map.     The product topology for )( |X     \ a ( At   is  the 
topology generated by $T| ~   (U  )   I  a  e  A,  0    e!li 
a   a a   CIJ 
Definition 26; Let  (X, T) be a locally compact, T -space. 
Let I be the closed unit interval under the subspace topology induced 
by the usual topology on the reals. Let C be the set of all continuous 
functions from X into I.  For each c e C, let 1=1. Let 
Y = Xfl  I c e cl.    Then Y is compact and T„ under the product 
topology [3, Theorem 17.8, page 120]. Define e: X - Y by if 
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x e X,   then    e(x)(f)   = f(x).    The Stone-Cech compactification of    X    is 
the closure ^.     X    in    Y    under the usual subspace topology 
[3, Definition 19.h,  page 137]. 
Definition 27;    A space    (X,  T)    is pseudo-finite provided its 
only compact subsets are finite. 
Theorem 2q;    Every T^ ,  pseudo-finite,    K-space is discrete. 
Proof;    Let    (X,  T)    be a    T..,  pseudo-finite,  K-space.    Let 
p e X.    Let    K    be a closed,  compact subset of    X.     Then    K    is finite. 
If    p / K,   then    (X - £p^)   n K = K    and hence    (X - £p$) n K    is closed. 
If   p e  K,  then since    (X,  T)    is    T      and    K    is finite,    p    is not a 
limit point of    K.    Thus    K  - %p\    is closed.    But    (X - £p^)   n K  = K -£p} 
and hence once again    (X - £p|)  HK    is closed.    Since    (X,  T)    is a 
K-space,    X  - £pj    is closed and hence    £p|   is open.    Hence    T    is the 
discrete topology for    X. 
Example £:    Let    N    be the positive integers with the discrete 
topology.    Let    Y    be  the Stone-Cech compactification of    N    and let 
p c  Y - N.    Let    X = N U {pj   with the subspace topology    T    received 
from the topology on    Y.    Then    X      is a compact    US    space but not 
a    KC    space. 
Proof:    If    S    is any infinite subset of    N,  neither    S    nor 
S "$_pS    is closed in    Y    and thus neither is compact.    Thus     (X,  T) 
is pseudo-finite.     By Theorem 2U,  since    (X,  T)    is not discrete, 
(X,  T)    is not a    K-space.     Since    (X,  T)    is a    T?-space,     (X, T) is 
a    KC    space.    Thus by Theorem 21,    X^"    is a    US    space.    But since 
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(X, T) is not a K-space, it then follows from Theorem 23 that 
is not a KC space. 
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SUMMARY 
In this paper, it has been shown that every   T„-space is a 
KC    space is a    US    space is a    T.. -space and that no implication is 
reversible. 
It has been shown that a locally compact    KC    space is a 
T?-space. 
One interesting unsolved problem is whether a locally compact 
US    space must be a    T?-space. 
22 
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